The semi automated bench coiling machine is suitable for warehouses and industries where repetitive lengths of cable, rope, hose and similar materials need to be cut. This machine enables simultaneous functions of feeding, measuring and coiling of material as a single operation. Standard 220V power supply is required for operation.

All coiling heads are custom manufactured and are dependent on the output of cut lengths required by customers. The above is a standard configuration. The semi automated bench coiling machine allows for the following operations to be executed and would be inclusive of all tooling required to execute operations:

- Winding from drum to coil
- Winding from coil to coil
- Forward and reverse speed controlling by AC inverter
- Variable speed control
- Automatic cut out measuring meter

The semi automated bench coiling machine is manufactured on order only. Standard lead-time is four to six weeks depending on the final configuration. The bench coiler is also available in a manual configuration.